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This case study presents a detailed account of an effective search engine optimization (SEO) 

strategy that I executed for PureSpring Medical, led by Dr. Isaac Z. Pugach, M.D. The main 

objective was to elevate the website's visibility on Google.com, specifically targeting keywords 

associated with services such as immigration physicals, immigration medical exams, 

hypertension specialists, family doctors, and PRP injections in the Plano area. Employing a range 

of strategic SEO methods, this campaign yielded remarkable results within a short span of one 

month, successfully positioning the website among the top 5 search results on Google.com. 

Client Background  

Dr. Isaac Z. Pugach, M.D., is the proprietor of PureSpring Medical, a reputable medical practice 

located in Plano, Texas. The clinic specializes in immigration physicals, immigration medical 

exams, hypertension treatments, family medicine, and PRP injections. Dr. Pugach recognized the 

https://purespringmedical.com/


importance of online visibility and sought our agency's assistance in improving his website's 

ranking on Google.com for specific keywords related to his services. 

Campaign Strategy 
 

To enhance the website's performance in search engine rankings, I crafted and executed a holistic 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) strategy, focusing on both on-page and off-page 

optimization. The objective was to boost the site's online presence, elevate its position in search 

results for specific keywords, and draw more organic traffic from our target audience. 

On-Page Optimization Efforts: 

 Keyword Mapping: Conducted an in-depth analysis to match target keywords with the 

most relevant pages on our website, ensuring a strong alignment between content and 

search queries. 

 Meta Optimization: Refined Meta tags, including title tags and Meta descriptions, as 

well as page headings, to seamlessly integrate target keywords, enhancing content 

relevance and user experience. 

Off-Page Optimization Initiatives: 

 Strategic Link Building: Devised a tailored link-building strategy aimed at acquiring 

premium backlinks from top-tier health blogs, local business directories, and esteemed 

healthcare websites, thereby bolstering our site's authority. 

 Outreach Campaigns: Actively engaged in outreach initiatives to foster partnerships 

with local influencers, bloggers, and healthcare experts. This collaborative effort led to 

significant mentions and backlinks, further solidifying our website's credibility and reach. 

 

Results 

After implementing my SEO strategies, PureSpring Medical experienced significant progress 

within a single month. Their website successfully secured a position within the top 5 search 

results on Google.com for their targeted keywords. The notable achievements from this 

implementation included:  

Improved Organic Rankings: 

 Immigration physical Plano: Ranked #4 on Google.com 

 Immigration medical exam Plano: Ranked #4 on Google.com 

 Hypertension specialist Plano: Ranked #1 on Google.com 

 Family doctor Plano: Ranked #2on Google.com 

 PRP injections Plano: Ranked #3 on Google.com 



 

I skillfully executed an SEO campaign that elevated PureSpring Medical's website to the top 5 

rankings on Google.com for our chosen keywords, all within a month. This success was the 

result of meticulous on-page and off-page optimization strategies, which not only boosted 

organic rankings but also significantly increased the flow of organic traffic. This strategic 

approach substantially enhanced the online presence of Dr. Isaac Z. Pugach, M.D.'s medical 

practice. The case study is a testament to the effectiveness of SEO in drawing relevant traffic and 

engaging prospective patients for a healthcare website. 


